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Tbis paper represents a new information system model as the development of

[1]. The system model consists of Processing module with two processing untis,

Memory module, Control module and Passive module.

First we glVe SOme assumptions and definitions of the system that can be a mo-

del of multトprocessing systems.

Second we analyze the behavior of the system theoretically. Specially the tran-

sitions between memory module and control module or passive module are investi-

gated.

1. Introduction

ln recent years, much effort has gone into

the developments of information systems. Spe-

cialy T.C. Love 〔1〕bad proposed a general

model of information systems consisting of con-

trol units and passive units. In [1], partitioned

systems are defined formally and illustrated.

The fundamental results are expressions for the

expected number of boundary crossing. Pro-

blems of synthesi2;ing partitions in order to

minimize the expected number of boundary

crossings are also discussed.

In this paper, we add processing module

having two
processing units and memory module

to the system model of 〔1〕.The model of this

paper may be useful in both analysis and design

of such organizations that have two
processing

parts. For example, computer systems having

two
processing units can be considered as one

of such organizations.

Following this introduction, a 皿eW infor-

mation system model is defined formally. Then

we analyze the behavior and movements of the

system theoretically. Specially the transitions

between memory module and control module or

passive module are investigated.
`■

2. Definition阜and Explanations of 8n

Jnformation System M二odel

ln this section, we glVe SOme definiticnsof

511.

a new information system model presented here.

〔Derinitio皿. 1〕 An lnformation System

Model (ISM) consists of ten factors (A, B. C,

D, a, E, E', P, P', 0) as follows,

A: Processing module having two Processing

units al and a2. A-(al, a2)
B: Memory module

C: Control module having n control units,

C-(ci; i-1, 2,･･････, n)

D: Passive module having m passive units,

D-(du; u-1, 2,--, m)

a: Vector of control-unit volumes in which g6

is the value of the volume measure of ci ;

G-〔gi;i-1, 2,･･･-, n〕

a: Vector of passive-unit volumes in which hw

is the value of the volume measure of du,

u-[hu ; a-1, 2,･･････, m]

E: Vector of probabilities that control-unit

enters α1 first.

E-〔ei;i-1, 2,--, n〕

E': Vector of probabilities that control-unit

enters a2 first.

E′-〔ei′; i-1, 2,･･････, n〕

P: Matrix of control-unit transition probabili-

ties to α1.

P-〔♪i);i-1, 2,-･･･, n;j-1, 2,-･･･, n〕
P/: Matrix of control-unit transition probabili-

ties to α2.

P′-〔P′i); i-1, 2,･-･･･, n; ).-1, 2,･.････, n〕

〟: Matrix of passive-unit reference in wbicb

qiu is the zero-one variable indicating a
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relationship between ci and du.

0-[qiu; i-1, 2,･･････, a; u-1, 2,･･････, m]
To

make the image of the system more

clear, a figure of the Information System Mo-

del can be depicted as in Fig.1.

PrOCeSSJng module

passjve module

Fig. 1 Illustration for an information system

model

Next we define a partition of the control

module C and the passive module D in what

follows,

〔Definition. 2〕 If each subset Xi(Xi≠¢)

of control-module C satisfies the next Eq.(1),

A-:

U Xi-C and XinX).-?for anyi#-j (i)
i=1

then a set (Xili-1,･･････,k) is calledapartition

of C. Each Xi is also called a group of the

partition. Similarly, a group Yi(i-1, ･･･.･･,w)of

passive module can be defined.

To represent each group of a given partition

on C, we use the following zero10ne matrix R

in Eq.(2)

(2)

-where,

ri)'=
1; If ci and c) belongtoasamegroup.

0; otherwise

As the same to Eq.(2), we define S for groups

of passive module as follows,

(3)

where,

Suv=
If du and dv belongto a same group.

otherwise

The Explanation
of the tSM

Control units enter processing units tbrougb

the memory module. If control units enter pro-

cessing units, the passive units related with

those control units must enter the processing

units.
Here we assume that control units and

passive units are transferred as group between

memory module and control or passive module.

We also assume that memory module can store

at most tⅥ70 grOupS Of control units. Once a

group is stored in one of memory module, it

can be kept
until a new group is transferred on

the one. And control units and passive units

are transferred as individual between processing

module and memory module. More than one

control unit cannot enter a1 0r a2.

Now assume that there exists no control

unit in al at time to and a control unit cil en-

ters the al at the next time tl. At some later

time control unit cil goes Out from al and im-

mediately ci2 enters a1. This continues for a

finite time, until at time tf+1, control unit cif

goes out of α1 and no other unit enters from

if+I. The time interval from tl tO tf is called

an al-busy Period. Asthe same, wecan define

an a2-busy Period.

If, for an arbusy period, a control unit ci

is the first control unit to enter α1, tbe皿 tbe

ci is called as a first entrance unit of al. The

probability that ci is the first entrance unit of

al, is represented by ei,
Which is an element

n

of vector E. where ∑ee-1. Similarly the pro-
i=1

bability of first entrance to α2 expressed by a

vector E′. During an al-busy period (or, a2-

busy period), suppose that control unit ci(cs)

eIlterS α1 at SOme time, the probability that

c}(ck) enters al at the next time is pl･).(P'sk);

an element of the probability transition matrix

P(P'). It is required on the matrix P or P'

that limPた-0, limp′た-0 and
that Pand P′ not

kーCQ k-'cc
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be a function of time. Whenever a control unit

enters al Or a2, it references some passive

units. Suppose that control unit ci enters al Or

a2 at time tk, the passiveunitsreferred at that

time are those du for which qiu-1, where qiu

is all element of the zere-one passive-unit re-

ference matrix Q.

3. TrasfeI･S among Different Groups of C

and D

In this section, we define Transfers among

different groups of C and
D (for simplicity,

written
as TDG of C and D) to study the mo-

vement of the system.

AsszLmPtlon

Before defining TDG, we assume that any

al-busy period and any a2-busy period start and

finish at the same time. Moreover it is assumed

that each control unit of α1 and α2 are trans-

ferred at same interval.

For
convenience' sake, we define the fol-

lowing four functions △(t), △′(i), c(ci) and

o′(ci). The former two functions △(i) and

△′(i)describe the history of control flow in a

system. The latter two functions a(ci) and

o'(ci)
are concerned with describing one aspect

of a system, indicating Yw containing passive

unit du referred by a control unit ci.

Suppose that during an α1-busy period and

α2-busy period, the sequence of control units

If there exists a group Xk Which

D(1)-

qi!il

D(i)-

i-2,･･･,i
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that enter al and a2 are respectively; cil' Ci2'

･･･-,cit･･･-, Cif and cjl, C]2,.･･-, C]右-･='C]m･

Then the functions △(i) and △′(i)for the se-

quences of control units are shown in Eq･(4)･

△(i)-cit for i-1, 2,････-, I; al- processing

unit
(4)

△′(i)-c]t for i-1, 2--, m ; a2- Processing

unit

lf a control unit ci is transferred to the set

of some groups Yw containing
du referenced by

the ci. Then the set can be obtained asEq･(5)･

〔see the reference 〔1〕〕

o(ci)-(YwEudu(qiu-1∧du∈Yw)
for ci∈C

o′(ci)-(Ywlqdu(qiu-1<du∈Yw)
for ci∈C

(5)

Defln''llon of
T D G for the Control

～
ModzLle C

If a partition of control module
is glVen･ a

number D(i) of transfers among different

groups at the time t, for a busy period･ canbe

defined as follows ; At the time i-1, ifagroup

contains both the entrance unit of a1
land Lthat

.i a,, letD(i)-1. In anothercase, letD(i)-2･

At the time i-2, 3,･･････, i, D(i) isthenumber

of the groups entering the memory module at

the time t
wbicb

were not stored
in it at the

previous time. (i-1)･

Then we can formulate D(i) by Eq･(6) and

(7) as follows,

satisfies △(1) ∈Xkand △′(1)∈Xた′

2 ; elsewhere

2; If there exist
Xk, Xk′, Xk′′, Xk′′′ which satisfy △(i-1)∈Xk<

△′(i-1)∈Xk′<△(i)∈Xk′′<△′(i)∈Xた′′′<(Xた≠Xた′′≠Xk′′′)<

(Xk′≠Xk′′≠Xk′′′)

1 ;If there exist Xk, Xk′, Xた′′,Xた′′′which satisfy △(ト1)∈Xk<

△′(i-1)∈Xk′<△(i)∈Xた′′<△′(i)∈Xk′′′<(Xk≠Xた′′)<(Xた′≠Xk′′)<

(xた′′-Xた′′′)>(Xた′-Xk′′)<(Xk≠Xk′′≠Xた′′′)>(Xた≠Xた′′≠Xk′′′)<

(xk′-Xた′′′)>(Xた′≠Xた′′≠Xた′′′)<(Xk-Xた′′)>(Xk′≠Xk′′≠Xk′′′)∧

(Xk-Xk′′′)

0 : elsewhere

(7)′

(7)′′

Deflnltlon of
TDG for the passive

Module D

If a partition of passive module is glVen･ a

number of TDG of passive module at the time

can be defined, as follows; At the time i-1,

D(1) is number of groups of passive unit refer-

redbythe first control unit of al Or a2･ At

the time i-2, 3,･･･, i, D(i) isnumberofgroups

of passive unit referred at the time t
which

were not referred by the control unit at the

previous time (ト1). Then we can obtain the

folloⅥ7ing equation.
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D(1)-fo(△(1))J +[o′(△′(1))∩ベ△什川

D(i) a(△(i))no(△(i-1))no′(△′(ト1))

+ [o′(△′(i))no′(△′(i-1))∩ (8)辛

6(△(i))∩6(△(i-1)) I

t-2,･･･, i

4. Control口niトaetiyity

ln this section the fundamental parameters

used to describe the movement of control units

are discussed.

Flow
of

ContT･OI

It is assumed that the bellaVior of control

units is described by an absorbing Markov

chain. It is necessary to
analyze control flow

for studying the movement of the system. Many

studies have been done in 〔1〕. We shall cite

these results in what follows which are necesI

sary for our new model.

4. 1 PT･eParatlons

Since both of P and P/ describe the tram_

sient states of absorbing Markov chain, it holds

for P and P/.

1im Pk=O
A-→ ∝'

LtLI

F-∑Pk
k=0

aIld

(9)

uo)

is bounded. Each fi) expresses the expected

number of times that c) enters al during an

al-busy period, if control unit ci is assumed to

be the first entrance unit of α1. Then

T)

r]- ∑eifi)
i-I

3iFIE

is the number of times that c) is expected to

enter al. Thus the vector T-[rl, r2,･･･, rn]

gives the expected number of times that each

control unit will enter al during an a1-busy

period. It is also shown in [1] that

T-E(I-P)-1 a2)

Since the total expected number of times

that ci enters al is ri, the expectednumberof

control transfers ci tO CJ IS glVen aS

Ti)-rips) 任3)

4.2 Deflnltlon of the JolnE TT･anSIElon

Let the probability that ci (or, C8) is the

first entrance unit of a1 (a2) is ei (e]'). Then

the probability of the first joint entrance that

ci is the first entrance unit of al and cs isthe

first entrance unit of a2, Can be obtained as

eiXe]/･ Then the vector H is given aS follows

ll-〔7rll′,7T12′, -, 7rln′,
-7rnn′〕 (14)

Assume that ci and c8 enter al and a2 re-

spectively, the probability that c] (or, ck) en-

ters al (or,a2) at the nexttime is♪i] (or,9'sk)

The probability of ]'oint transition lis′, ]た′ that

ci isin Gland cs is in a2 and the next time

c) enters al and ck enters a2, is defined as

lis′,
]k′-♪i)×♪′8k, Then the matrix L can be

glVeIl aS follows,

川d,.,

ll1',
11'･･･ll1', 1n'･･･lln', 1n

lll',nl'･･･lll',nn/

lnl',nl'･･･････････････lnn/,nn'

(15)

As the prpbability of transition to al and

a2 is Markov chain, the joint transition is

Markov chain.

1im Lk=O
k-'∞

C■⊃

T-∑Lた
k=0

and

任6)

(■17)

is bounded. A tis′,)k′ is the expected number

of times that c) enters al and ck enters a2 at

the same time, if ci(c8) are the first joint en-

trance units of a1(a2). As the probability that

ci and cs are the first 3oint entrance units is

汀is, the expected number of times that c]･ en-

ters al and ck enters a2 at the same time dur-

ing a busy period, is given in Eq. ㈹

n n

j]k′- ≡ ∑ 7ris′･ti8′,)た′ (18)
i=1

s=1

A vector ∫ is given as follows,

J-〔jll′, )'12′, ･･･, )'1井′. ･･･,

)'nn′〕 (19)

Tbe vector ∫ expresses the expected number

of times that each palr Of control units enter

processing module at the same time.

Here we define the joint control transfers

that ci(cs) enters al(a2) and at the next time

c)(ck) enters al(a2). Then the expected number

of joint control transfers can be obtained,

mls′,Jた′-)is′･lis′,]k′ なo)

#where, lS ] denotes the number of elements of S.
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乳 Total Expected Numl)er of Transfers

Between Different Groups

ln this section we will examine the total

､expected number of TDG, based on the results

･
obtained the preceding section.

Now assume that a partitions of control

モⅧ.Odule
C and passive module D are glVen･ Then

we can express the total number of TDG(C) in

Eq.(2カ.

′

D(1)+ ∑D(I)
t=2

(2カ

'The expected number Tot TDG(C) can be given

二by summing all possible events.

′

T-Pr〔(6)〕+2×Pr〔(6′)〕+2× ∑ Pr〔(7)〕
t=2

′

+ ∑Pr〔(7′)〕
t=2

a

-where, the Pr 〔(6)〕(or, Pr 〔(6′)〕)is the ex-

;pected number of times that some ci and
cs

515

are first joint entrance units under the condi-

tion that ci and c8 are included in same (dif-

ferent) group.

Tberefore, based on Eq.(2) and Eq･㈱, it

holds that

n n

Pr〔(6)〕- ∑ ∑ri8 7riB′

i=1 s=1

n n

pr〔(6′)〕- ≡ ≡ (1-ris)7ris′
i=1 s=1

and

匪】

朗

Tbe Pr〔(7)〕 is the expected number of times

that ci(cs) enter al(a2) and at the next time

c)(cた) enter al(a2) under the condition that two

groups entering the memory module
are dif-

ferent from those of previous time. From Eq･(2)

and Eq.Co), it can be get as follows,

f n n n a

∑ p,〔(7)〕-≡ ≡ ∑ 2]mis′,)k'(1-riJ)
i=1 s=1 )=1k=1

(1-riた)(llr)た)(1-r8))(11rSた)

625)令

t=2

Simiarly,

1 n a n a

∑ pr〔(7′)〕- ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ mis′,)k'((1-ri])(1-r8))r)A
t=2 i=1 s=1 ]=1た=1

+(1-ri])(1-riた)(1-rJk)(rs]+rsた-rs]Ysk)

+(1-rs))(1-rsた)(1-r]k)(ri)+rib-ri)rib)

-(1-ri))
(1-rs]) (1-rib) (1-r]k)(r]krs)+r]krsk-r]krs]rsた)

-(1-ri])(1-rs})(1-rsた)(1-r]k)

･(r]kri)+rJたrik-r]kri)rib)-(1-ri])(1-riた)
･ (1-rJk) (1-rs)) (1-rsk) (rs)ri)+r8)riA'+rsたri]+rsたrik~rjkr8]ri)

-r]krs]rik-r]krsたri]-r]たrsたriた-r8)rsたri]-rs]rskriた--rs]ri)rib

-rskri)･rik+r)たrs]rskri]+rJたrs)r8たrik+r)krskri)rib

+rsjrsたri)riた-rJkrs]rskri]rik))

･Combinating above four equations yields

n n n n n n

T-≡ ∑7riS′(2-Tis)+∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ mis′,)k'((1-ri))･(1-r8])r)忠
i=1s=1 i=1 s=1 ]=1た=1

+(1-ri))(1-rib)(1-r]k)(rs)+rsk-rs]rsk)

+(1-rs})(1-rsk)(1-r]k)(ri)+rib-riJrik)

-(1-ri))(1-rs])(1-r)A)(1-rib)(r]kr8)+r)krsk-r]たrs)rsた)

-(1-ri))(1-rs))(1-rJk)(1-sk)(rJkri)+r]kriた-rJkri)rib)

-(1-ri))(1-riた)(1-r]た)(1-rs))(1-rsた)(rs)ri)+rs)riた+rskri)
+rsたrik-r)krs]ri)-r)krsJrik-r]たr8たri)-r)krsたrik-rs)rsたri)

-rs)r8たriた-rs]ri]rik-rskri]riた十r]krs)rsたri)+r]おrs).rskrik

+r]たr8krijrik十rs)rskri)r純一rjkr8)rskri]rik-2))･

Total Expec(ed NzLmber of Transfers

BeEween different grozLPS Of
D

*Proof is omitted here.

鍋

e27)

we can get total number of the TDG(D)

in Eq.鍋, by using Eq. (12),(13).
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_ )

a(△(1))J+lo(△′(1))no(△(1))I+ ≡
古=2

∫

+ ≡ lo(△′(i))no(△′(ill))no(△
t=2

o(△(i))no(△(i

(i))no(△(ill))

1))no(△′(ト1))

C2ゆ

The expected number T′ of TDG(D) can be events leading to TDG(D) of Eq.鰯and sum-

determined by including the probability of ming over
all possible events;

n n n

T′= ∑ Pr〔△(1)=C}])o(C})け∑ ∑ P,〔△(1)-C]∧△′(1)-Ck〕lo′(Ck)no(C]･)l
)'=1 ]=1k=1

f a a n

+ ≡ ≡ ∑ ∑ Pr〔△(i)-CJ'∧△(ト1)-Ci∧△′(ill)-Cs〕!o(C,･)no(Ci)no′(Cs)I
t=2 i=1 )'=1 s=1

f a n n a

+ ∑ ≡ ∑ ∑ ≡ Pr〔△′(i)-Ck∧△(i)-C'･∧△′(i-1)-Cs∧△(i-1)-Ci〕fo′(Ck)
t=2 i=1]=1s=1k=1

no(C}.)no'(Cs)no(Ci) I

As a c] enters al Or a2, it references some

groups of passive units. Then the number of

passive units Ⅵ7bicb is referenced is

Uil

∑ q).u
u=1

盟

NoⅥ7 Ⅵ7e COnSider next function to determine

lo(Cj)L

〔ト-in(1･岩q,･usuv)〕 (3B

The Eq･(31) has zero if there exist a Yw and dv

such that both du and dv are elements of Yw

and are referenced by CJ, and v<u; the value

is one
otherwise･ If Eq.CZ9) is multiplied by q]u

and summed over
〟-1, 2,-, m, one term

of

unity is added to the sum for each Yw contain-

e9)

ing at least one element referenced by c). The

term
added corresponds to the du possesing the

smallest subscript u,
which du is an elementof

Yw･ Thus, each Yw containing any du referenc-

ed by c] is counted once, and

F6(cj) ∫

-u$1q]u〔1-min(1
u-1

∑q]uSu
℡=1 tl)_7

･t:.･･,I

The second term in Eq.eg) is evaluated by first

noting that

Jo(cj)no(ci)J-lo(cj)トto(c])no(ci)l (33)

In order to obtain [q(c))nq(ci)l, theEq.(3功

is modified to include a factor that is unity

whenever the du contributing to the sum in

Eq.(鰯is an element of and zero otherwise:

zq'c,)nq(ci)I-u葺q,u[11-in(1･岩q,usup)〕〔-in(1･ゑqivSuv)〕
Combinating the above three equations yields

lq'c,I)nq(ci) f

-盈qju〔11-in(1･vngqju
Sup)]〔11-in(1,ゑqivSuv)〕

Furthermore, to get Jq(c))∩両no(cs)l, the

Eq･(39 is modified to include a factor that is

unity whenever the du contributing to the sum

in Eq･(35) is an element of q(cs), and zeroother--

WISe:

lq(cj)｡両nq(cs)I-ゑqju[1--in(1･岩耶uSuv)〕

･[1--in(1･
v;qivSuv)]･[-in(1･v%qsvsuv)]Therefore,

■- 一 _ .

lq(c,)

｡研n両-ゑqju[1--in(1･岩q,usuv)〕

･〔1-him(1･
v%qivSuv)]･〔1--in(1･viqsvsuv)〕

軸

節
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Similarly,

lq(ck)
｡両方｡不誘∩両石'-u::1q,u〔1--in(1,岩q,vsuv)]･〔1--in(1･蓋qivSuv)〕

･〔1--in(1･ゑqsvsuv)]･〔ト-in(1･ゑqkvSuv)〕
Based on Eq.(12), (14)and (19),we can get the next

expression.

u

e)･-r}･- =Tij
i=1

n n

7T}k′-Jik′-∑ ∑mis′, )･k′

i=1s=1

and

鵬I

EE!XH

鶴)
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From Eq.(26) we can get next equatin･

′

∑ p,〔△(ill)-ci<△′(i-1)-cs<△(i)-C]
t=2

<△′(i)-ck〕-mis′, ]た′ (4B

Therefore, substitution of Eq. (3S),鯛, 87), ㈱'

(39),(40),(41)into eg) yields

･′-畠〔ri-i*1Ti,〕･〔u%qiu〔1--in(1･岩q,vsuv)〕〕十真ゑ〔Jik′-i*1ゑ-is′･,k′〕

･〔ゑqku〔1--in(1･岩qkuSuv)]･〔1--in(1･ゑq,･usuv)〕〕

･ゑ畠s$1ゑ-is′･,た′･ゑq,u[1--in(1･岩q,vsuv]･〔1--in(1,ゑqivSuv)〕

･〔1--in(1･ゑqsvsuv)〕十真真義畠-is′,,A,u%qku〔1--in(1･岩qkvSuv)〕

･[1--in(1･v%
q,vSuv)]･[11-in(1･

v%
qsvsuv)]･[1--in(1･v%

qivSuv)]

6. Conclusions

ln this paper, a new information system

model is proposed. Some fundamental analyses

for the system are examined･ More research

is required
to

extend the basic results obtained

in the analyses. The study of the analyses under

the different conditions, is also desirable･ Here

we do not deal ∇itb the syntheses problems of

the system. So many problems
in the syntheses

remain unsolved. Above all, the investigations

for the partition of control module that gives

the minimum expected number of joint control

transfers, will be examined in the future･

(姐
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